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Abstract: The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) aim at providing a healthier planet for present
and future generations. At the most recent SDG summit held in 2019, Member States recognized that
the achievements accomplished to date have been insufficient to achieve this mission. This paper
presents a comprehensive literature review of 227 documents contextualizing outdoor lighting with
SDGs, showing its potential to resolve some existing issues related to the SDG targets. From a list of
17 goals, six SDGs were identified to have relevant synergies with outdoor lighting in smart cities,
including SDG 3 (Good health and well-being), SDG 11 (Sustainable cities and communities), SDG 14
(Life below water) and SDG 15 (Life on land). This review also links efficient lighting roles partially
with SDG 7 (Affordable and clean energy) and SDG 13 (Climate action) through Target 7.3 and Target
13.2, respectively. This paper identifies outdoor lighting as a vector directly impacting 16 of the
50 targets in the six SDGs involved. Each section in this review discusses the main aspects of outdoor
lighting by a human-centric, energy efficiency and environmental impacts. Each aspect addresses the
most recent studies contributing to lighting solutions in the literature, helping us to understand the
positive and negative impacts of artificial lighting on living beings. In addition, the work summarizes
the proposed solutions and results tackling specific topics impacting SDG demands.

Keywords: outdoor lighting; light-emitting diode; smart cities; sustainable development goals;
well-being; human-centric lighting; integrative lighting; efficiency; sustainability; light pollution

1. Introduction

Living beings have an intrinsic relationship with natural light, strengthened along the
evolution of life on Earth. The dynamic of photoperiodism shaped organisms’ behaviors
and capability to survive [1]. Most organisms either directly or indirectly depend on the
sunlight to survive [2], except for specific communities living in deep sea hydrothermal
vents ecosystems [3]. This relation points to the inherent impact that light can inflict on
living beings. Analogously, this impact can be triggered by artificial light, resulting in
positive or negative effects depending on the organism and features of the light (intensity,
quality and exposure duration).

In humans, sight is generally the most preferable and recruited sense to perceive and
interact with the surroundings [4]. The trends in urban dynamic rely significantly on sight
perception of citizens to perform daily activities [5]. In this context, it is possible to affirm
that the use of artificial light at night has positively affected the quality of human life
associated with an increase of comfort and safety, which explains its omnipresence around
us. Currently, artificial lighting is responsible for the expansion of lit outdoor areas at a
rate of 2.2% yearly [6]. This environment modification through the amount and spectrum
of light also triggers undesirable disruption for humans and other living beings.
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In addition to the growth in artificial lighting, the development of lighting technology
and implementation of smart supportive structures were major factors for rupturing
the paradigms of traditional lighting function. Smart lighting expands the discussion
of broadness in lighting approaches as a key factor for enhancing the quality of life and
supporting the future of smart cities [7]. The smart lighting market is expected to grow from
$13.4 billion in 2020 to $30.6 billion in 2025 comprehending a broad variety of applications.
In outdoor scenarios, smart lighting can be applied in highways and roadways, public
spaces and architectural facades [8]. It is worth noting that the possibilities of modern
technologies and controls, accompanied by comprehensive decision-making tools, provide
the opportunity for city governance to make decisions for the optimal energy management
without losing in stakeholders satisfaction [9,10]. In summary, smart outdoor lighting
provides connectivity and safety support, aimed mainly at human-centric and energy
savings approaches, which contributes to achieving many targets in 2030 Agenda.

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development consists of a shared project, aiming
at the peace and prosperity of the planet and humans. It was adopted by all United
Nations Member States in 2015, including 193 countries. The aims of the Agenda are
organized in 17 Sustainable Developments Goals (SDGs), where lighting aligns intrinsically
with five of them: SDG 3 (Good health and well-being), SDG 7 (Affordable and clean
energy), SDG 11 (Sustainable cities and communities), SDG 13 (Climate action), SDG 14
(Life below water) and SDG 15 (Life on land). To date, the SDGs project counts with
3106 events, 1307 publications, 5486 actions accomplished and 169 targets set [11], of
which 16 of the latter are related to outdoor lighting. Nevertheless, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, there are no studies yet revealing the interlinks between SDGs and
possibilities of outdoor lighting systems, although they represent a wide range of features
for supporting sustainable urban development.

Outdoor lighting is associated with SDG 3 mainly by a human-centric approach, in-
volving psychological effects, visual and non-visual perception of light and safety. Three
targets in SDG 3 were specifically recognized in outdoor lighting roles: 3.4 (Reduce mortal-
ity from non-communicable diseases and promote mental health), 3.6 (Reduce road injuries
and deaths) and 3.9 (Reduce illnesses and deaths from hazardous chemicals and pollu-
tion). Target 3.4 is associated with psychological effects, visual and non-visual perception,
whereas 3.6 is tackled by the safety aspects of lighting, offering traffic and accessibility
support. Target 3.9 does not explicitly involve the lighting role. Nevertheless, the 2020
SDGs report still does not regard light pollution as an indicator of this target. The indicator
only includes air, water and chemical pollution attributed to mortality rates. However,
previous studies have shown the direct relation of light pollution to health threats [12].

In outdoor lighting, Target 7.3 is tackled by improving lighting efficiency with lumi-
naire and control developments. The luminaire subsection specifies the improvement of
efficiency due to its components, including lamp developments. In the control subsec-
tion, techniques and strategies are presented, showing the potential of energy savings by
applying control of intensity, timing and spectrum in outdoor applications. In addition
to sustainable actions, SDG 11 also aims to increase inclusiveness, resilience and safety
for cities [13]. The inclusiveness aspect is related to Target 11.3 (Inclusive and sustainable
urbanization) and 11.7 (Provide access to safe and inclusive green and public spaces). Out-
door lighting makes urban environments more accessible and safer. Properly lit areas can
mitigate accident rates, specifically between vulnerable users, including disabled and el-
derly population [14,15]. Safety oriented lighting issues related to traffic and crime can also
be combated through lighting design and control systems [16–18]. Moreover, Target 11.6
(Reduce the environmental impacts of cities) highlights the importance of energy efficiency
and light pollution concerns in order to develop more sustainable public lighting systems.

The expansions of lit outdoor areas over the years consequently increased light pollu-
tion. Not only humans but all organisms are affected through the high presence of artificial
lighting nowadays [19–21]. The change in night natural environment contextualizes func-
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tions of outdoor lighting that directly impact four targets from SDG 14 (14.1, 14.2, 14.5 and
14.a) and SDG 15 (15.1, 15.5, 15.8 and 15.9).

The main contribution of this review is to find the synergies of outdoor lighting
with Sustainable Development Goals, showing the relevance of lighting for a sustainable
future. dUndoubtedly, carefully structured interlinks will reveal the significant potential of
outdoor lighting systems in various vectors of sustainable development, and, consequently,
draw attention to the potential of improved and thoughtful outdoor lighting solutions. To
clarify this synergy, each section summarizes studies from the main aspects of outdoor
lighting presenting the positive or negative impacts of it on 15 targets of the five SDGs
related to lighting.

In order to investigate synergies between outdoor lighting aspects and targets from
SDGs, a comprehensive literature review of 227 documents was carried out. The source
materials were identified using several research databases, including Google Scholar,
Scopus and Web of Science. Selected scientific papers were not limited by date and covered
studies in laboratory situations, as well as field studies and reviews. However, articles were
not included in the review if their relevance nowadays is mitigated, for instance, studies
which consider the applications of incandescent lamps. It is worth noting that three general
groups of outdoor lighting topics were identified through reading abstracts of preliminary
selected articles. Each aspect of outdoor lighting was stratified in topics and respective
subtopics, which further were used as search terms. Then SDGs were carefully compared
with identified subtopics. The Figure 1 is a map showing the interlinks found with this
review between outdoor lighting aspects, its subtopics and targets from SDGs. The targets
related to outdoor lighting were listed on the right side and attached to its respective SDG.
SDG 11 also included Target 7.3 (yellow according to the color of SDG 7) and Target 13.2
(dark green according to the color of SDG 13) as they fit properly in sustainable cities and
energy efficiency contexts. As it was stated above, the main aspects of outdoor lighting
were hierarchically divided into topics (second column from left to right) and sub-topics
(third column). The text of the paper follows the same sequence displayed in Figure 1, with
aspects of outdoor lighting divided by sections, whereas its topics on the second row are
divided in sub-sections.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 approaches outdoor lighting in human-
centric involvement with targets from SDG 3 and 11, regarding the relation between well-
being and radiation perception in humans. Section 3 presents improvement of efficiency
in outdoor lighting, impacting on targets 7.3, 11.6 and 13.2. Section 4 displays lighting
environmental impacts, presenting issues and solutions in light pollution interlinked with
targets of SDG 14 and 15. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions are drawn summarizing findings
from the reviewed papers, adding considerations of the authors about challenges and roles
of outdoor lighting to resolve SDGs targets.

2. Human-Centric Lighting

Human-centric Lighting (HCL), currently called Integrative Lighting (IL) [22], sup-
ports demands on human beings considering non-visible and visible effects of light [23].
These demands of lighting are thought to improve well-being and health. Well-being in
outdoor lighting addresses visual comfort, safety and aesthetic of the environment. From
a health context, outdoor lighting systems can be designed and controlled in order to
mitigate its disruption effect on humans. This section organizes the human-centric aspects
of four topics aiming to clarify the synergies between outdoor lighting and SDG targets.
From this perspective, the first subsection resumes the psychological effects related to
outdoor lighting. The second subsection is dedicated to show lighting aspects related to
visual perception and responses. Following that, the third subsection covers non-visual
perception of light and the fourth subsection reviews lighting to improve safety.
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Figure 1. Map of outdoor lighting aspects and respective topics related with Sustainable Development Goals.

2.1. Psychological Effects

Nowadays, human-centric lighting is a major aspect of interest to influence mental
states [24]. This influence of light in humans can impact positively and negatively through
visual and non-visual perception of radiation. For example, adaptive lighting can be
applied to induce desired feelings in users by changing its intensity and spectrum [25].
Some lighting systems have mood detection to identify different needs of stimulation
required to enhance well-being [24], used also to enhance cognition [26]. Other studies
approach lighting to promote a prosperous environment to treat psychological diseases,
such as dementia [27], Alzheimer and depression [28].

Deviant behavior is an area in psychology characterized by practices that violates
the social norms such as expression of violence to other people and animals, patrimony
vandalism, sexual abuse and robbery [29,30]. These behaviors are encouraged in darker
environments, where a sense of anonymity occurs due to the difficulty of facial recogni-
tion [30]. A study reinforced this, showing evidence of these behaviors, such as dishonesty
actions associated with dark environments [31]. In contrast, a bright environment may
induce self-regulation and self-awareness when performing impulsive actions [32]. It was
also observed that a bright environment reinforces the ethical and altruism attitude of
participants in an experiment, who were playing a game in different lighting environ-
ments [33]. In addition, behaviors, such as the violation of norms and the feeling of fear,
are highly dependent on the context [34].

Perceived safety can be defined as an individual’s subjective impression of security
and lack of fear of becoming a victim going through a particular environment. Feeling of
fear may restrict pedestrians to perform night time activities such as a simple walk and
may also cause impacts to mental health, specifically in people with related traumatic
experiences [35]. Evidence of association between fear and lighting environments is re-
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inforced by games and film strategies, which create an atmosphere to instigate fear with
lighting aspects, such as flicker, low illuminance and red lighting [36]. Public lighting
contributes to decreasing the feeling of fear, especially fear of crime. This contribution can
be achieved by lighting escape routes and availing better facial recognition of pedestri-
ans [37,38]. The study [30] presented by A.Haans and Y.A. de Kort found that people prefer
having light in their own immediate surroundings rather than on the road that lies ahead.
This could be explained, partially, by changes in prospect (having an overview), escape
(perceived escape possibilities), and concealment (perceived hiding places for offenders).
The results from another field study [39] showed that more uniform illuminance distri-
butions are favourably perceived by people in terms of goodness of illumination, ability
to see around and at a distance, and perception of safety. In addition, the findings of the
research suggest that the spectral characteristics of lighting-emitting diode (LED) lighting
systems can provide additional leverage over high pressure sodium (HPS) systems by
providing greater scene brightness and perceptions of safety and security at lower power
densities [40]. Moreover, the study [38] noticed that despite the fact that white light could
lead to higher levels of light pollution, it seemed to make people feel safer. Overall, the
current situation calls for more investigation of the precise relationship between feel of
safety and the various characteristics of lighting environments, especially regarding the
spectrum and duration aspects.

Outdoor lighting can also be designed to increase the restoration of pedestrians [41].
Restoration is the recovering process to restore human status of attention capability and
psycho-physiological stress [42]. The presence of greenery remitting nature might be a
factor to contribute to restoration. Elements such as vegetation can assist in restoring
mental, emotional, and physical well-being [43]. Lighting can be applied to highlight these
elements from nature to increase the restoration perceived in public spaces [41,44]. This
strategy is reinforced by the biophilic hypothesis which explains the positive effects of
nature elements on well-being originate from the strong biological bond between humans
and the nature [45]. In addition to biophilic strategy, lighting intensity and quality are
associated with conditions of stress and headache, which negatively impact the restoration
process [38]. Nevertheless, the studies in the restoration field are limited. However, the
acceptance of restoration effects of lighting is gradually increasing [43] and more efforts
have been reported to clarify and validate findings [34].

Another psychological aspect is alertness. The alertness is highly desired in the
context of productivity in outdoor workplaces and traffic safety regarding drivers aware-
ness. Many studies evaluate the effect of light level and light spectrum on productivity
responses [24,25,46,47]. Alertness stimulation depends on light intensity (high illuminated
areas), time of exposure and spectrum. Regarding lighting spectrum, alertness effect is
high in luminaires which emit more radiation in short wavelengths (bluish light) [48,49].

In traffic scenarios, outdoor lighting can improve safety by increasing alertness of
drivers [50]. However, other studies show that a lighting stimulus of alertness can also be
harmful when applied in the late day, interfering in hormone production and, consequently,
health [51,52]. Therefore, the alertness stimulus has to be considered conciliating also the
mitigation of undesired effects. Studies revealed also satisfactory stimulus response of
alertness with long wavelengths [53,54]. With these studies it is plausible to conclude
the possibility to conciliate alertness stimulus with low disruptive impact of lighting by
avoiding short wavelengths in the spectrum.

Lighting may also provide a favorable environment for socialization, even though
some studies do not identify conclusive results about it [55,56]. The synergy of lighting and
socialization is complex due to high dependency from other factors that should be taken
into account, such as local culture and activities performed. However, a bright environment
with cool light can be associated with empathy stimulus [32], feeling that is associated with
socialization actions. In contrast, a poorly lightened environment with warm light can lead
to antisocial behaviors due to the concealment and anonymity [30,38].
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From the previous review, it is possible to conclude that lighting has a major impact
in human psychological aspects. Hence, lighting performs a key role to provide well-being
addressed by SDG 3. However, the evaluation of lighting for well-being is highly subjective
according to the user. Therefore, a consistent research has to use a mix of evaluation
methods, combining results from field and experimental studies to provide a causal impact
of lighting on well-being [47]. A consistent way to evaluate the psychological effects of
light is based on survey forms. Surveys can be applied to establish a scope of criteria in
order to match user requirements. For example, Koval et al. [57] based on Mehrabian and
Russell psychological model and S-O-R (stimuli, organism, response) method to create a
questionnaire in order to evaluate architectural lighting by user perspective.

2.2. Visual Perception

A good visual perception of the environment is crucial to guarantee the well-being
in outdoor areas. The visual perception depends on its performance that, in turn, can be
evaluated through visibility and visual acuity. Visibility is highly dependent on luminance
levels of surrounding surfaces. Some examples that illustrate the importance and relation
of visibility with outdoor lighting can be associated with identification of pedestrians by
drivers [58] and identification of escape routes by pedestrians [37]. Visual acuity is related
with the sharpness or the clarity of vision. Contrast and visual acuity have an intrinsic
relation to improve visual conditions. For example, a study shows the improvement of
visual performance increasing contrast in road scenarios by conciliating lighting level from
the street luminaires and from car headlights [59]. Visual performance also depends on the
light spectrum. At low lighting levels (mesopic vision), the short wavelengths have more
lighting efficacy than the long wavelengths of the visible spectrum [60].

Another relevant parameter that compromises visibility is glare, impacting on visual
comfort [61], visual performance [59], and safety [62], which affects directly well-being
and health addressed in SDG 3 aims. Glare is caused by severe luminance contrasts that
may bring discomfort or even reduce the ability to see details or objects [63]. Glare can
generally be divided into two: disability and discomfort glare. The disability glare is well-
established in literature whereas discomfort glare is not fully understood [34]. Discomfort
glare depends on individual characteristics according to gender, age, fatigue status, light
sensitivity, mood [64,65] and diseases, such as glaucoma [66]. Therefore the numerous
variables to consider and the lack of standardized measurement makes evaluation of
discomfort glare complex [67].

Even with these challenges, there are some methods to quantify glare. Unified Glare
Rating (UGR) was the first method implemented to evaluate the multi-variable issue of
discomfort glare [68]. More recently, new evaluations have been proposed considering a
holistic perspective, combining quantitative and qualitative measurements of visibility loss
with glare [65,69]. In addition to evaluation, solutions to mitigate glare can be found in the
literature based on avoiding light to the line of sight to glare source with developments of
collimators and reflectors of luminaires [70,71].

Although solutions to reduce glare already exist, the concerns of glare have been
increasing. This is due to the growing popularity of architecture lighting applications
disregarding light disruption. Zielinska-Dabkowska et al. [72] address the disturbances
and safety threats that these lighting sources cause to urban users by investigating self-
illuminated shops in Zurich. The investigation reported disruptions of stroboscopic effect
and confusion caused in drivers, cyclists and pedestrians by these lighting sources [72].

Light flicker is another topic of concern regarding the visual quality of light. Flicker is
the impression of brightness variation perceived due to fluctuation of luminance or spectral
distribution [63]. This phenomenon directly impacts well-being and health in humans
as it is associated with physical and psychological tiredness [73], as well as pathological
effects [74]. Flicker is not only a visual perceived effect. Humans perceive flicker above
Critical Fusion Frequency (CFF) up to 500 Hz [75]. This invisible flicker also impacts human
health causing headache and eye strain [76]. Moreover, concerns on flicker involve not only
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static lighting sources, such as public lighting. Dynamic lighting sources such as marketing
screens also highly impact civilians in urban areas [72]. Regarding this, it is important to
consider conventional and dynamic lighting sources with flicker free in order to mitigate
impacts reported to the health and well-being of users.

2.3. Non-Visual Perception

In addition to vision, eyes are also involved in non-visual functions, such as the
entrainment of the circadian rhythm (CR). Circadian rhythm (CR) is an endogenous biologic
process with an approximately 24-hours cycle [34]. It is subjacent to cell physiology
in animals, plants, fungi, cyanobacteria and in some viral infections [77–79]. Artificial
light can disrupt CR in humans [80,81] and this disruption leads to risks in the health
domains [82]. Some of these risks are related to cardiovascular [83,84] and gastrointestinal
complications [12,85], as well as metabolism disorders [86,87], hypertension, diabetes,
stroke, dementia and depression [83]. In more recent studies, the disruptive effect of
lighting in the CR is also suggested to be associated with the increase of susceptibility to
viral infection, such as SARS-CoV-2 [88,89]. Hence, outdoor lighting can perform a central
role to support the achievement of SDG 3 targets, maintaining a healthy environment
at night.

Another impact of non-visual perception of light can be associated with melatonin
production, which is regulated by a rhythm-generating system in the suprachiasmatic
nucleus (SCN) [90,91]. Melatonin production occurs during the night [52] and influences
important functions to our organism, such as anti-inflammatory and antioxidant activi-
ties [92]. Its secretion is dependent on age, light exposure that, in turn, is related to the
circadian synchronization by means of intensity, spectrum and duration [91]. Regarding
intensity of light, the minimum illuminance necessary to disrupt melatonin production
at night in humans is 0.1 lx according to Grubisic et al. [51]. However, a study highlights
that melatonin suppression level varies substantially across individuals. This study was
conducted with 56 participants, the average to achieve 50% of melatonin suppression
(ED50) was 25 lx, with minimum ED50 of 6 lx for the highest sensitivity participant and
350 lx for the lowest sensitivity one [93]. Regarding spectrum, it was discovered that
circadian timing responds to short wavelengths [94]. Short wavelengths maximize the
melatonin suppression with a full-width half-maximum sensitivity of 438 to 493 nm and
the sensitivity peak at 477 nm [95]. Lighting impact on melatonin suppression depends
also on the relation between light intensity and duration of exposure. In this context,
Burgess et al. [96] suggest the quantification of melatonin disruption based in the Dim
Light Melatonin Onset (DLMO). DLMO consists on the phase shift duration from the
natural start of the daily melatonin production. Experiments performed with different
photopic illuminances and duration of exposure showed considerable shifts on natural
melatonin production cycle up to 109 min of DLMO [93]. The results of the previous studies
reinforce the observations of rise in alertness at night in illuminated outdoor areas stated
by Cajochen [97] and Plitnick et al. [54].

The American Medical Association (AMA) addresses the need for developing less
disruptive lighting technologies without compromising visual performance. As a potential
solution, AMA highlights the need of dimming and long wavelengths in the spectrum of
lighting [81]. Other approaches to mitigate circadian disruption have been recommended
such as avoiding the use of luminaires with spectral emission in short wavelengths of
visible spectrum [95], the use of melanopic lux in lighting design [46] and application of
light filters [98].

In general, non-visual lighting effects have not yet been studied precisely, because
the topic is highly comprehensive and complicated. It is therefore recommended that
special attention should be paid to the urban lighting environment, especially between
about 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 a.m., when the effects of light on the human body are at their
strongest [99].
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2.4. Safety

One essential function of lighting is to provide safety, including preventing crime,
supporting traffic management and providing accessibility. Lighting promotes surveillance
of people, which studies have suggested can prevent crimes [16]. In addition, a well-
lit area decreases the feeling of anonymity in people, mitigating stimulus for deviant
behavior [31]. However, a study indicates that the role of lighting in crime prevention more
likely works via community pride and informal social control than through surveillance
and deterrence [100]. In any case, empirical evidence reinforces the positive contribution
of lighting to reduce crimes according to observation in different places [100–102].

The World Health Organization shows that approximately 1.35 million people die
every year in traffic related accidents. Traffic accidents are recognized as a main health
threat in urban settings, along with communicable and non-communicable diseases [103].
The target 3.6 of SDG 3 aimed to achieve a 50% reduction in global deaths and injuries from
road traffic accidents by 2020. However, according to the 2020 SDGs report, death rates in
road traffic accidents keep stagnating and, in some cases, even slightly increasing. Due to
these results, Target 3.6 is one of six targets assigned as critical in the 2020 SDGs report [13].
Part of road accidents might be directly related to the poor lighting conditions in dark re-
gions of rural and urban places as observed by Wanvik [17]. The International Commission
on Illumination (CIE) 093-1992 report analysed 62 studies from 15 countries showing that
in 85% of the cases lighting presents a positive impact in reduction of accidents [104]. More
recently, a New Zealand study reinforces the lighting role to provide safety in traffic. The
study indicates strong correlation between average luminance and vehicle crash ratios at
nighttime [105]. In this context, lighting plays an important role as a safety structure in
traffic as it may prevent deaths and injuries from road accidents [106]. The frequency and
severity of road accidents are also connected with qualitative and quantitative lighting
characteristics, but not only with presence of light. Some studies found a correlation
between illuminance levels and car accidents [107].

It is important to highlight the increased presence of artificial lighting in outdoor
spaces is not unanimously seen as a positive for safety in traffic. Some studies address some
concerns about lighting impacting negatively performance of drivers by increasing fatigue
and confidence [108], which in the last case can lead to high-speed and unsafe driving [109].
In an attempt to solve this issue, Visible Light Communication (VLC) can present feasible
smart lighting solutions which support data communication in traffic aiming at improving
safety such as collision avoidance and traffic flow efficiency [110,111]. Nevertheless, the
impacts of qualitative aspects of light such as spatial distribution, spectrum and duration
on road accidents are still barely investigated. Overall, the current situation calls for more
investigation of the precise relationship between safety and the various characteristics of
lighting environments provided by road lighting.

Lighting also improves safety from the pedestrian perspective. In Europe, around
22% of all traffic-related fatalities involve pedestrians [112]. In addition, the major part of
collisions involving vehicles and pedestrians are in the darkness [113]. A study conducted
in Florida showed that a proper street lighting environment reduced accidents from vehicles
striking pedestrians by 42% at midblock and by 54% at intersections areas [114]. Pedestrian
safety can also be approached by movement through places, involving navigation or
handling urban obstacles, such as stairs and curbs. Therefore, it is essential that lighting
provides proper visibility and contrast for obstacle distinctions, as well as recognition of
different levels and irregularities on paths [115]. High frequency of accidents such as slips
and falls are associated with places with poor lighting [116]. These accidents can cause
serious injuries, specifically in more vulnerable users, such as children, the disabled and
the elderly population [14,15].

The results provided by Fotios and Uttley [117] suggests that a minimum photopic
illuminance of 1.0 lux is sufficient light for pedestrians of all ages to safely detect (i.e.,
peripheral detection of a 10 mm obstacle 3.4 m ahead) and avoid trip hazards under any
type of light source. Moreover, the findings of the subsequent research paper of S. Fotios
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et al. [118] found out that luminaire position (rear, overhead or front) have a significant
effect on the detection of raised and lowered trip hazards. Regarding the elderly social
group, the results of the study [119] found that both trial time and detection distance for
older participants can be affected by rate of light levels. Shorter detection distance, greater
number of fixations and longer fixation duration were found among older participants
as opposed to young participants. Generally, it means that the vulnerability of elderly
pedestrians can be reduced if better lighting is provided.

The world’s population is ageing. In 2017, around 12.5% of the worldwide population
was aged 60 or over [120]. Therefore, ageing is a relevant factor to consider in order to
evaluate how lighting is perceived for this part of the population. For example, a study
accomplished with 195 elderly participants revealed that visual impairment (vision loss)
increased significantly with aging. The study measured visual activity in three different
age groups. The results showed a 3.1% visual loss for 65–74 years old, 11.6% for 75–84 years
old and 35.5% for 85+ people [121]. Moreover, the elderly people are more susceptible to
glare, as they generally face more difficulties in adaptation to drastic changes of lighting
intensity and may take longer to interpret visual information [61,122,123]. Therefore,
lighting uniformity, high illuminance and cool spectrum provides a safe accessibility for
elderly users [124,125]. These characteristics promote inclusiveness in urban areas and,
thus, collaborate with Target 11.3 and 11.7 of SDG 11.

In summary, lighting can also be used to increase the inclusiveness and attractiveness
of public places for all users, not just for the elderly. In this context, the Geographic
Information Systems (GISs) can be used as a tool to enable collaborative public participation
in planning and improving lighting in urban areas. In a survey involving 162 topics,
6.8% of public opinions were suggestions related to improving public lighting for safety
[126]. This result shows the importance of lighting and the relevance of the GIS to assist
municipal management.

3. Energy Efficient Lighting

Lighting accounts for 16% of the world’s electricity consumption [127]. It means
that solutions to improve lighting efficiency have a substantial contribution to electricity
savings and are paired with Target 7.3 of the SDG 7 (Double the improvement in energy
efficiency). Improvements in energy efficiency also reduce energy-related carbon emissions
contributing to the achievement of Target 11.6 of the SDG 11 (Reduce the environmental
impacts of cities) and Target 13.2 (Integrate climate change measures into policy and
planning). Energy efficiency in lighting involves luminaire elements and its lighting control.
This section discusses various possibilities to improve energy efficiency in outdoor lighting.

3.1. Luminaire Efficiency

The main components responsible for overall efficiency of luminaires are the lamp,
driver or ballast circuit, as well as thermal management and the optic system. The lamp
can be evaluated by its efficiency (radiant flux per electric power demanded) or efficacy
(luminous flux per electric power demanded). HPS are high-intensity discharge lamps that
have been most widely used in street lighting for many years due to their high luminous
efficacy and long lifetime [128]. However, in recent years, the luminous efficacy of Light
Emitting Diodes has improved greatly. The luminous efficacy of the white LED package has
increased from 69 lm/W in 2006 to 175 lm/W in 2019 and it is expected to reach 249 lm/W
by 2035 [129].

LED light sources use drivers and HPS use ballasts to convert AC power to suitable
voltage and current needed for their operation. High-intensity discharge ballasts can
reach an efficiency of 70–95% [130]. In LED systems, the developments in integrated-
stage typologies and power electronic components collaborated for maximum efficiency
improvements of LED drivers [131], achieving up to 92% (2019) for outdoor lighting
applications [129].
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The light output of LEDs reduces when the junction temperature is increased. The
drop in light output is represented by thermal efficiency droop. Currently, thermal ef-
ficiency droop in outdoor LEDs is 90% (2019) [129], which means that the light output
drops until 90% of its rated value for maximum operation temperatures. Thermal effi-
ciency can be improved by heat dissipation using heat sink to cooler LEDs. High tem-
peratures can influence degradation and failure of lighting mechanisms. Thus, proper
dissipation is an essential topic in design to maximize lifetime and efficiency of the LED
luminaires [132]. There are many studies regarding optimal efficacy using passive dissi-
pation (heat sinks) [133,134], active dissipation (coolers) [134,135], thermal management
design through LED package [136] and attachment interfaces [132].

Another element of luminaires is the optical system, which includes reflectors and
lens to direct the light. HPS lamps emit light for 360 degrees (omnidirectional), requiring
reflectors to direct a large portion of the emissions to the desired target area. Hence, HPS
has a substantial reflection loss if compared with LEDs, which emit light for 180 degrees.
The optical systems of outdoor LED lighting sums an efficiency of 87% in LED outdoor
lighting (2019) [129].

Considering all main elements of the luminaire, the outdoor overall luminaire effi-
ciency is 85% for HPS [130] and 72% (2019) for LEDs [129]. Besides the superior efficiency,
HPS luminaires achieve a final photopic luminous flux efficacy of 85 lm/W [137], against
126 lm/W of LED outdoor luminaires [129]. This superiority of LEDs can be even higher
if considering the mesopic vision [138]. Moreover, LED technologies are still in progress.
By 2035, the goal is to achieve with drivers and optical efficiency of 95%, overall lumi-
naire efficiency of 86% and overall luminaire efficacy of 214 lm/W for PC-LED outdoor
luminaires [129].

3.2. Lighting Control Effectiveness

Modern lighting control is supported not only by luminaire technologies but also
framed by automated sensing systems [26,139], integration of lighting by internet of
things [140] and big data access through GISs [126,141]. These tools account for a variety of
smart lighting solutions. The smart lighting market is expected to grow from $13.4 billion by
2020 to $30.6 billion by 2025, with a relevant part related to control applications regarding
improvements on energy savings [8]. Outdoor lighting systems can save up to 84% of
energy according to the control solution applied [10]. Lighting control can be divided in
different strategies: time scheduling, group or zoning, occupancy, luminance and daylight
adaptation, as well as personal control and demand response [142,143]. Pragmatically, all
these controlling systems can be associated with changes in three lighting characteristics,
including schedule operation (timing), intensity (dimming) and quality (spectrum).

Currently, there are numerous lighting solutions in the market related to timing and
dimming control. Timing control is associated with programmable on-off status of the
lamp. It is the most common control for effective lighting as it presents lower operation
complexity than dimming and spectrum, allowing the application with overpass lamp
technologies. Timing control can be applied by pre-programmed luminaires to turn off
at a certain time of the night, attending local demand and improving outdoor lighting
effectiveness. However, the turn off of lighting at night can negatively impact well-being
by affecting visual perception of the environment and the feeling of safety. This issue can
be partially resolved applying for sensors to detect presence. In this context, Sanchez and
Cano-Ortega [140] list many pilots that use this automation of self-controlled luminaire
units to conciliate energy savings with the demand of users. As the “on” state of the
luminaire depends on the presence of the user, the system also requires control of other
surrounding luminaires. Otherwise it can impact visibility, compromising the user’s far
sight of the environment. This issue can be solved with control of multiple lighting units
(group control) to create a region of light around the user [143].

Lighting intensity is another aspect of control and can be achieved by dimming.
Dimming light is a consistent way to increase energy savings of luminaires, decreasing its
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energy consumption according to the demanded levels. Dim lighting systems can adapt
their brightness according to assessments in outdoor lighting, prioritizing requirements of
the design stage including standards, energy efficiency and light pollution [144]. Dimming
levels can also follow criteria of occupancy, daylight, personal preference and availability
of the power system supply [143]. From the occupancy criteria, dimming of lighting levels
can be correlated with traffic flow rates, offering proportional illuminance levels according
to the number of users in the respective areas. An example of dimming application can
be shown with a pilot applied in Rome. The operation of the pilot resulted in energy
savings of 40%, applying for dimming light in less demanding public areas, and 60%, with
automated dimming light on traffic [145]. Dimming can also be based on temperature
operations to control precisely the flux of the luminaire. This technique provides relevant
results when applied in outdoor luminaires, which are more exposed to weather conditions
and, thus, relevant changes in luminous flux. This control technique was applied in a
simulation with public lighting maintaining its luminous flux constant under variations
of temperature extracted by Hungarian meteorological data. The simulation resulted in
the increase of outdoor lighting efficiency in 10% [146]. The efficiency results from this
technique can be even higher considering wind models and places with lower atmospheric
average temperatures than the Hungarian region.

The control of outdoor luminaires can conciliate energy savings with feasible costs
without compromising demands of users. A retrofit project deployed in the University of
Palermo campus (Italy) included timing and dimming operations in public LED lighting
systems. The pilot achieved an energy saving of 84%, equivalent to saving 163.2 tons of CO2.
The study estimates that the system saved 280 MWh due to timing control application plus
10 MWh with selective dimming control. The project shows that timing and dimming can be
financially feasible with a payback estimated in 3–4 years. Moreover, the project also shows
that the control can be user friendly as the study reported a satisfaction of 80% related to
safety and visibility perceived by users [10]. In addition to this study, the association of
timing and dimming in lighting control are also applied in “tracking lighting” technique.
This more sophisticated technique uses group control, synchronizing multiple lighting
units to track movement of users and create a dynamic gradient of the lit area around
them. Some pilots already implemented this technique for vehicles, pedestrians [140,147]
and cyclists, achieving up to 77% of energy savings [139]. It goes without saying that the
choice of the technique and control strategies should be carefully considered for particular
cities and sites. Notable that nowadays developed decision-making tools can be used by
energy managers and local policy in order to optimize the energy retrofit plan of an existing
public street lighting system throughout a wide urban area [148]. Integration of the timing
and dimming strategies mentioned above into urban planning have a direct impact on
accomplishing Target 13.2.

The control of the spectrum can be achieved by dimming of independent channels
of a luminaire, as well as controlling of white LED chips with different manufacturing
combinations (e.g., red, green, blue (RGB)) [149]. The control of spectrum can use refer-
ence of correlated color temperature (CCT) or chromatic coordinates to achieve different
objectives. The control of light intensity mixing cool and warm light can be applied to pro-
mote well-being and health basing on natural light [150] and circadian action factor (CAF)
[151]. Moreover, red, green, blue, white (RGBW) LEDs can be applied to improve mesopic
luminance and lighting efficacy in traffic by controlling the colors independently [151].
Although RGB LEDs generally are harder to find in outdoor lighting, they provide other
assets such as faster responses of VLC communication in comparison with PC-LEDs [152].
This fact can contribute to raising the penetration of RGB LEDs in outdoor lighting in
the future.

In summary, control of outdoor lighting systems presents significant results in en-
ergy savings and consequently an attractive payback time of investment. Despite these
advantages, the control of outdoor lighting is not well presented in public spaces yet. For
example, in the scenario of USA outdoor lighting, daylight control is presented in 39% of
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lighting units, 20% includes timing control and less than 1% include other controls, such
as dimming, occupancy sensing and integration of multiple units. In contrast, residential
lighting presents 11% penetration of dimming systems whereas commercial establish-
ments have 6% of lighting systems with occupancy sensors and 4% with timing control
(2016) [137]. This comparison shows the lack of implementation in control solutions for
outdoor lighting scenarios and its setback compared with what has been developed in
other lighting sectors.

4. Environmental Impacts of Light Pollution

The advances in lighting technology have been followed by greater attention to its
environmental impacts due to light pollution. Light pollution affects not only humans but
also other living beings. According to the International Lighting Vocabulary, light pollution
is a generic term that groups all adverse effects generated by artificial lighting [63]. In the
literature, other terms are also applied to designate disruptive effects of lighting, such as
Artificial Light at Night (ALAN) [153], Man-Made Sky Glow (MMSG) [154] and Obtrusive
Lighting (OL) [155]. All three terms are related to anthropogenic changes of the natural
light environment. However, while OL refers only to negative impacts in humans [63],
ALAN can be refereed also to impacts in other living beings [153].

This section will approach light pollution from four angles, which are quantification,
impacts, effects and mitigation solutions in order to cope with issues addressed by targets
of SDGs 14 and 15.

4.1. Light Pollution: Quantification and Astronomical Implications

Lighting promotes life quality for humans in the sense of improving well-being and
safety. These factors contributed consistently to lighting expansion in the world, increasing
lighting demands in modern culture. This expansion can be displayed and quantified
by the mapping of lit areas. Moreover, these lighting maps are extensively applied to
assist evaluations of light pollution such as in Bennie et al. [156]. Lighting maps use
data acquired through remote sensing of light emission by ground-based measurements,
unmanned aerial systems (UAS) and satellites.

The ground-based measurements include equipment such as multi spectral cameras
and spectrometers to measure incident and reflected radiation on surfaces [157]. The
UAS or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) have been popularized with Drones. They
can be equipped with radiometric equipment to acquire aerial lighting data. The use of
drones promotes not only high-resolution aerial lighting maps [158], but also luminance
sensing from different viewing angles. In addition, UAV can also be applied as a “Drone–
Gonio-Photometer” (DGPM) to build photometric polar diagrams of lighting intensity
distribution, to quantify sky glow from large areas [159]. One of the aspects in which
satellites differ from UAV and ground-based measurements is the operation at very high
altitudes. This favors the covering of large scale areas to build lighting maps. On the
other hand, satellite measurements have low to medium image resolution, with restricted
angle of analyses, low controllability and higher costs of operation [160]. Other studies
also specify constraints that might directly influence the estimation of light pollution by
satellites. These constraints can lead to unreliable lighting measurements, underestimating
the recent growth in light pollution. An example of miss quantification by satellites is the
limitation to sense the increase of blue scattered light from cool white spectrum in outdoor
lighting [160,161].

A valid option to quantify light pollution can be the merge of ground level measure-
ments with aerial ones. In this context, some studies have identified a reasonable correlation
for light imagery between ground and satellite measurements [162,163]. Another path to
quantify light pollution can be found in analytical modelling methods of sky glow. Kocifaj
et al. [164] relies on an effective retrieval method to quantify spill light, involving a large
territory for real time computation. Moreover, Illumina is another model that calculates
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indirect and direct light pollution, considering diverse factors (aerosol types, observer
position, pressure, humidity and others) [165].

Despite the limitations, the use of satellites is still a handful way to measure spill light
reflected or directly emitted toward the sky, which contribute to the sky glow effect. The
spill light compromises the contrast and the visibility of the stars causing aesthetic impacts
for humans [161,166] and might compromise navigation of animals that use the stars for
orientation [167,168]. The sky glow was already addressed in 1980 by CIE 001 guideline
for astronomical issues [169], which shows the subject is for long known. Even so, the
concerns on the phenomenon have been on the rise due to the increase degradation of sky
viewing conditions in the cities. This is in part due to the increase of lighting demand and
lamps with spectral power distribution (SPD) rich in short wavelengths, resulted from
replacement of conventional HPS with LED lighting in streets [161]. Another negative effect
of sky glow remits to the well-being of people, who are prevented from recreation activity,
such as seeing stars in urban places [166]. The visibility of Milky ways is recognized as
an aesthetic value that has been decreasing [170]. The importance of it can be shown by
Mitchell and Gallaway [171] estimation that tourists will spend $5.8 billion over the next
10 years in the Colorado Plateau to spot stars. In addition, the blinding of stars might
impacts directly also other organisms. Studies indicate that many animals use a celestial
visual cue for orientation, including birds [167], seals [172] and even insects, such as the
African ball-rolling dung beetles [168].

4.2. Impacts on Aquatic Life

Aquatic environments are essential in order to perform important human activities,
such as recreation, tourism and fishing. The fishing industry has a substantial influence
in socio-economic activities with 59.5 million people engaged in the sector. From 1961 to
2017 the average annual growth rate of fish consumption increased 3.1%, which surpassed
the population growth rate of 1.6% in the same period [173]. Beyond the importance
for humans, aquatic ecosystems contribute for the attenuation of floods, recycling of
nutrients, provision of habitat and water purification [174]. Oceans have the largest world
ecosystem [13] and are the larger CO2 sink [175], absorbing between 23% to 31% of the
carbon generated by humans yearly [13,176]. Hence, aquatic ecosystems perform essential
functions to maintain natural balance dynamics of the planet Earth and lighting can impact
on many of them.

The light pollution impacts on water should be taken as a crucial concern in order
to preserve a sustainable world. The SDG 14 (Life below Water) addresses ten targets
summarizing the concerns around the preservation of aquatic life. Among them, four
targets can be linked with light pollution: Target 14.1 (Reduce marine pollution), 14.2
(Protect and restore ecosystems), 14.5 (Conserve coastal and marine areas) and 14.a (Increase
scientific knowledge, research and technology for ocean health). Moreover, specifically
Target 14.2 is one of the six critical targets in progress highlighted in the 2020 SDGs report,
which emphasize the need for urgent actions to resolve it [13].

In humans, lighting also disrupts the circadian rhythm in other living beings. The
CR is presented in all eukaryotes [177] and also in prokaryotes organisms [178]. A review
presents a list of studies about circadian disruption on vertebrates, showing the impact of
light through melatonin suppression including also aquatic species. In fishes, melatonin
suppression was identified for 0.01–0.03 lx of lighting exposure [51], which is quite low in
comparison with the recommended 1 lx of maximum vertical illuminance in low district
brightness areas [155]. This shows the potential disturbance of lighting fishes living in
coastal urban areas.

Following the classification by Davies et al. [179], the lighting impacts in aquatic life
can be divided by changes in behavior, orientation, reproduction, recruitment, predation
and communication. For marine ecosystems, the paper highlights impacts of light pollution
in zooplankton migration, sessile invertebrate larvae settlement, aggregation of fish under
pier lights and release timing of gametes by corals [179]. Since the publication of the
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paper in 2014, new studies have been accomplished regarding light pollution and its
impacts in aquatic environments. One of these studies reinforces the rise of light pollution
associated with the disruption of Diel Vertical Migration (DVM) in zooplanktons [180]. This
undoubtedly generates substantial hampers to maintain marine ecosystems. Zooplanktons
are part of the ecosystem chain base and feed on phytoplanktons, which are responsible
for 80% of the oxygen production on Earth [181]. Corals are another base of the food chain
in maritime ecosystems. A recent study in red coral reefs also identified potential adverse
effects of artificial lighting in its habitat, including changes of photosynthetic efficacy [182].

The exposure to artificial light also interferes in camouflage and nocturnally changes
of animals, leading to impacts on predation dynamics. The light pollution provides
to predator species the advantage to better recognize their prey, extending the regime
of predation along the night and lighting habitats that were naturally dark [179]. These
lighting impacts can be observed by the aggregation of prey and predatory fish species [183],
as well as the intensification of foraging behaviors later into the night [184].

In addition to predation, the visual recognition from different species is a major
type of communication between them. However, Davies et al. [179] does not mention
consistent evidence linking light pollution with communication changes. Nevertheless,
some observations already address lighting impacts on communication through changing
the attraction of mates. Recently, a study addressed impacts in camouflage and impaired
visual communication due to changes in artificial lighting on underwater ecosystems,
causing hybridization and loss of diversity in species [185].

Even with the increase in research relating to light pollution and its impacts on aquatic
ecosystems, the issue remains hazily explored, with a lack of concise results addressing
solutions to mitigate damages. This lack of results is partially reasonable due to the
challenges of evaluating light pollution. Lighting can vary its impacts in different species,
according to the spectrum and intensity levels. There are even studies pointing out that
light pollution contributes positively for some species in the sense of increasing population.
In this sense, a study showed that microbial communities exposed to ALAN can transform
freshwater sediments in potential nocturnal carbon sinks [161]. Another study indicates
that light pollution promotes more diversity in cyanobacterial families [186]. However, a
recent article published in 2020 concludes that light pollution from coastal cities is likely
having deleterious impacts on seafloor ecosystems and needs urgent studies to estimate
the damage [187]. In summary, the discussion of the topic needs more attention as human
activities are generally concentrated close to water [188], which contributes to increasing
the light pollution impacts on these specific coastal areas.

4.3. Impacts Terrestrial Life

The SDG 15 focuses on the conservation of terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems,
aiming for the sustainable exploration of these places. A recent information reported on
SDG 15 shows a substantial decrease of biodiversity from species extinction rates from 0.82
in 1993 to 0.73 in 2020 and a forecast to reach 0.69 by 2030 [13]. The same report also claims
that these alarming rates are mainly attributed to wildlife crimes and land degradation,
where light pollution can also be included as an aggravating threat to biodiversity. In
this context, light pollution can be associated with four targets of SDG 15, which are: 15.1
(conserve and restore terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems), 15.4 (conservation of mountain
ecosystems), 15.5 (Protect biodiversity and natural habitats) and 15.9 (Integrate ecosystem
and biodiversity in government planning). In addition, analogous to Target 14.2, Target 15.5
is also one of the six critical compromised targets in the 2020 SDGs report; thus, it is urgent
to take actions for mitigation of anthropogenic interference on terrestrial ecosystems.

Evidence of the impact of light on non-visual perception is documented for many
animals from terrestrial and freshwater environments. Based on the results obtained from
a systematic literature review study, the minimum levels of melatonin suppression for
birds, rodents and ungulates were detected at illuminances of 0.3 lx, 0.03 lx and 2.3 lx,
respectively. For amphibious and reptiles, there was not conclusive information about
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illuminance thresholds on melatonin suppression [51]. Despite this, light pollution impacts
on amphibians and reptiles were also identified, such as changes in amphibian reproduction
by affecting oviposition [189] and nocturnal activities [190]. In reptiles, light pollution has
been linked with the increase of reproduction in Anolis lizards [191] and disorientation
of hatchlings turtles to track the sea [192]. Furthermore, Perry et al. [193] extend the
evaluation of disruptive lighting to other species, including frogs, lizards and snakes
located in urban environments.

Light pollution also impacts invertebrates. Invertebrates are vital to diversity, ecosys-
tem balance and have economic importance. For instance, bees are the core of the apiculture
market and the main pollination insects in the world, contributing to the agriculture and
biodiversity [194]. Therefore, the decline of the worldwide population of bees is a major
concern. The drop in bee population is primarily due to the diminishing of natural habitat
and flora [195]. Light pollution can be an aggravating factor. Studies already point to light
pollution as a strong contributor to drive the decline of the insect population, impacting on
pollination, pest control and nutrient cycling [196]. Apart from ecological lighting traps,
light pollution affects many dynamics of insects, such as migration, growing, feeding,
predation and reproductive behaviors [197,198]. More specifically, light pollution impacts
behaviour of insects in migration by changes in phototaxis [199], in feeding by changes in
herbivory [200], in predator and prey interactions by changing defense mechanisms [201],
and reproduction by maladaptive responses to attract partners [202]. More studies in light
pollution impacts with invertebrates are also reviewed for terrestrial and fresh waters in
Underwood et al. [203].

The cross studies in light pollution are not restricted to impact relations between
animals and humans. Plants rely on insects for reproduction dynamics, which means that
the effects on insects also indirectly affect plants. A study highlights the artificial light
impact on pollination success caused by a cascade effect between host plants, predators
and prey [198]. Another recent study explored this cross evaluation by investigating the
effects of artificial lighting in the interaction between plants and insects under a setup
experiment with spectrum variation [204].

Plants also present disruption in their night cycle affected by light pollution [205–208].
In some cases, this disruption can be favorably used to schedule crops/gathering in flori-
culture [209] and horticulture [210]. The impact on plants will depend on the spectrum
and the amount of irradiance incident on the leaves. In forests, where the light pollution
is reduced, the amount of artificial radiation does not achieve relevant levels to directly
trigger photosynthesis [211]. However, in urban areas the presence of artificial light is higher
than in forests and light pollution impacts in plants are more remarkable [206,208]. Light
disruption also can be observed in plant phenology indicators [208]. According to Singhal
et al. [206], the impacts in night light pollution affects plants in physiological and behavioral
functions, comprehending circadian clock, dark recovery from stress, metabolic fluxes and
yield. Yield studies identified a 20% to 40% reduction in crops due to delays in the flowering
of plants exposed to low radiance intensities through roadway light [212]. In some critical
cases, lighting is even applied directly to illuminate plants for aesthetic purposes at night. This
aesthetic approach increases even more the impacts on plants due to the high photosynthetic
active radiation levels. Luminescent trees are an interesting option to solve this problem by
conciliating aesthetics feature with the light source functionality in areas with low illuminance
demand [213].

4.4. Light Pollution Mitigation

The conciliation between the lighting demands by humans and the mitigation of light
pollution impacts is challenging. The increase of artificial lighting presence reflects only
the attendance of anthropocentric needs. This situation is clearly depicted in relevant
lighting standards such as the standards EN 13201-1-5 (Road lighting standards) [214],
EN 12464-2 (Lighting of Outdoor Working Places) [215] and EN 12193 (Outdoor Sports
lighting) [216]. However, currently there are no standards merely dedicated to light pollu-
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tion mitigation. Moreover, until very recently, existing standards and design guidelines
only set the minimum required values of lighting parameters neglecting the importance
of setting the maximum limits. This situation may not contribute to preserving a natural
daily lighting regime and consequently to mitigate the related impacts on the ecosystem.
Nevertheless, some guidelines concerning the mitigation of light pollution have been
published. The CIE guide for Floodlighting (CIE 094:1993) [217] provides different levels
considered in design by urban and rural areas, but without mentioning calculation and
measurement methods. This is critical as floodlighting is a significant source of energy
wastage and light pollution [144]. More recently an updated guideline specifically to
obtrusive lighting, the CIE 150:2017 (second edition), was published [155]. The document
includes recommendations on up limits for lighting parameters and other topics regarding
light pollution such as design, installation, operation and maintenance. However, the
document remains focused on human needs, photometric quantities (based on human eye
sensitivity) and emphasizes effects on residences, transport users, sightseers and astronom-
ical observations. Nevertheless, the CIE 150:2017 guideline establishes a differentiation of
limits in illuminance according to area types by zone classification. The zones vary from
0 to 4, with zone 0 comprehending natural dark environments, such as reserves, parks
and optical observatories [155]. This zone classification presents a reasonable potential
to conciliate the human interests and environmentally friendly lighting environments. In
addition, these zones can be associated with lighting data mapping for further evaluation
of impacts on specific areas. The information of mapped light pollution associated with
local studies on ecological impacts can be incorporated as a sieve to complement the criteria
for outdoor lighting design. In this context, lighting maps data can be applied to create
personalized zones with specifically lighting demands and constraints. This method is
essential when approaching urban environments critically susceptible to light pollution,
for example coastal waters, parks and tangent forests [153,179,218].

In summary, solutions for mitigating light pollution are widely based on control
strategies. The control of dimming and timing of luminaires can be applied to decrease
consistently the artificial light presence, providing only the essential lighting needed.
Gaston et al. [205] displays a diagram indicating the pathways of ecosystem effects and
contribution of lighting functions by timing and spectrum, omitting the importance of
intensity control by dimming. Although dimming of street light was not found as a
consistent diminish of sky glow [219], it is still an effective strategy to adequate light
intensity according to user needs, avoiding surplus, thus, mitigating light pollution.

Spatial distribution can be also applied to mitigate light pollution, avoiding spill light
by focusing only on aimed objects and areas that need to be lit. CIE 150:2017 presents
a method for lighting design to quantify spill light through upward light ratio (ULR)
and upward flux ratio (UFR) [155]. Another quantification is proposed through a “3D
bounding box” methodology consisting in encasing structures to assess the amount of
spill light generated from the respective light source. The bounding box is a method
that can be assessed with lighting design software, such as Dialux and Relux [159]. The
method is simple in order to popularize its application on a large scale and to support spill
light quantification.

In general, the light spectrum involves a more complex evaluation to mitigate light
pollution, partially because of the variety of responses in different organisms. Short
wavelengths in the visible spectrum are an issue due to the Rayleigh effect, scattering more
radiation by atmospheric particles than long wavelengths [98]. Moreover, insects in general
are more sensitive to light perception at short wavelengths than long wavelengths of the
spectrum [197,220]. It is also important to highlight that melatonin suppression under short
wavelength exposure is higher than under long wavelengths, compromising the activities
regulated by CRs in organisms such as vertebrates [51]. However, long wavelengths also
impact organisms, for example causing disorientation of migratory birds. In order to
address this problem, the use of green light sources in offshore areas has shown positive
results [20].
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Still about lighting spectrum topics, the majority of evidence on light disruption for
living beings observed in this review is associated with radiation in short (e.g., blue)
and long (e.g., red) wavelengths. In addition, the human eye is more sensitive to the
middle range (e.g., green) of the visible spectrum, which is beneficial to improve the
luminous efficacy of light sources [221]. According to these facts, it might be possible to
infer that the use of green light is sufficient to conciliate human needs and mitigate light
pollution. However, the favorable status of the green light is not absolute. In terrestrial
ecosystems, there is evidence of disorientation in migration of European robin birds
(Erithacus rubecula L.) caused by green light [222]. Moreover, the middle range of spectrum
(e.g., green) presents a higher euphotic depth than the red and blue light [223], which
contributes to increase the irradiance on water floor along offshore and urban coasts, where
water is under higher presence of artificial lights. Figure 2 shows two structures that apply
for aesthetic lighting in urban areas of Helsinki and Espoo cities (Finland), illustrating
scenarios of potential living being disturbance. Figure 2a shows an intense red lighting
incident on two facades of a building in Espoo, whereas Figure 2b shows green light
structures surrounding the Hanasaari power plant area, in the Helsinki coastal area.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Red light applied on facade of a building (b) Aesthetic structure of green light applied at urban coastal area.

Therefore, the impact of spectrum quality in light pollution highly varies due to the
variability of negative (harmful), neutral (indifferent) or positive (favorable) responses
among different living-beings in different environmental conditions. Thus, the zoning
classification from CIE 150:2017 document can be adapted to a novel approach addressing
also spectrum concerns for each area analysed in order to create a less disruptive lighting
scenario for each specific environment. In this context, lighting can be designed considering
critical needs and prioritizing threatened organisms.

The major part of the solutions to mitigate light pollution for living beings found in
the literature focus on outdoor lighting Where the share of private lighting has been on
the rise, aggravating light pollution. A recent experiment in Tucson (USA) only found a
small reduction in radiance of the city from 18% to 13% by dimming the street lights [224].
According to Kuechly et al. [225], the contribution of spill light toward the sky from
public areas comes not only from street lighting, but also from the shared contribution of
vehicles headlights, advertising lighting and light from building facades, accounting all
for 31.6% of the zenith directed light pollution in the city of Berlin. These findings call
attention to the important contribution from private light sources to the light pollution
in urban areas. Zielinska-Dąbkowska and Schieck [226] point out the lack of legislation
to address the indiscriminate application of digital billboards, whereas Bouroussis and
Topalis also consider stadiums as another considerable source of spill lighting in cities [159].
Considering the current scenario, it is possible to conclude that only public initiatives to
mitigate light pollution is insufficient to resolve the issue.
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An effective method to prevent light pollution should integrate the participation of
local governments, industry, commerce, researchers and the general population. Swindall
et al. [192] divide in three the strategies for changing human behavior in combating
light pollution, which are: regulation, incentives and environmental education. The local
government has to be assiduous by establishing regulations and normalizing lighting
projects by mandatory actions based on research evidence and guidelines. Some actions
have been taken towards calling attention of authorities to the potential of sustainable
urban street lighting in an attempt to implement a green public procurement (GPP) by
the European Union [227]. Similar actions can be established to instigate the industry
and commerce sectors to follow more ecological friendly lighting designs, such as the
incorporation of assessments of obtrusive lighting estimation proposed by Bouroussis and
Topalis [159]. At last, from education strategy, the population has to get familiar with
lighting as a recognized source of pollution. A suitable application of education strategy
was applied promoting outreach information about light pollution impacts in sea turtles
for the population settled in the impacted areas [192].

In most cases, studies miss conducting analysis by performing evaluations and draw-
ing conclusions using quantities based on human eye spectral sensitivity curve to evaluate
lighting impacts in organisms. This situation cannot be attributed not only to lack of
knowledge on radiometric concepts, but also to limitations on equipment and literature
data regarding eye sensitive curves for different organisms. Bennie et al. [207] recognize
the demands to characterize the highly heterogeneous nature at night-time in order to
predict lighting responses in plants, populations, communities and ecosystem levels. In
the same line, Kvareninov et al. [208] highlights the importance of solid practical basis for
better urban planning policies towards mitigation of light pollution effects on trees.

In conclusion, the mobilization of light pollution mitigation has to be based on break-
ing paradigms of the lighting use, implementing policy of minimum levels needed to
perform target activities. Clearly it comprehends a complex trade off, specifically in urban
areas, where the human interest conflicts more often with light pollution guidelines. The
control of light through timing and dimming of lights can be applicable to mitigate effects
of light pollution in general.

5. Conclusions

This review identified the roles of lighting directly affecting five SDGs. These five
include 50 targets, of which 16 were recognized with direct involvement in outdoor
lighting. The first section of the paper included human-centric lighting predominantly
involving SDG 3, in order to promote well-being, health and safety conditions. The second
section approached energy efficiency in lighting, impacting predominantly SDG 11 and two
specific targets, one from SDG 7 and another one from SDG 13. At last, the paper presented
the environmental impacts of lighting on living beings related to concerns addressed by
targets from SDG 14 and 15.

The visual and non-visual perception of light triggers many responses in humans.
These responses were linked in the review with psychological and physiological effects. In
order to support Target 3.4, the understanding of the psychological effects in lighting is
essential. It provides extra criteria to design outdoor lighting, increasing well-being values
for users. The use of high illuminance levels and light sources with highly correlated color
temperature (e.g., cool-white light) presented propitious results to combat deviant behavior
and fear, improving alertness and possibly positively influencing social interaction. In
contrast, low illuminance levels and low correlated color temperatures (e.g., warm-white
light) showed a contribution to increasing restoration and to mitigating disruption of the
CR. This review recognizes the disruption impact of light pollution on well-being and
health, even though it is not mentioned as one source of pollution in Target 3.9 from SDG
3. The evidence found in the light pollution or disruption lighting context shows the
importance of diminishing the presence of artificial light at nighttime in order to maintain
the natural circadian clock and thus, health.
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The emergent growth of private lights in urban public areas also increased the concerns
about well-being, health and safety in these areas. It is therefore urgent to regulate the use
of these light sources and respective installations in order to decrease glare and confusion
reported from pedestrians and drivers. Moreover, the design of street and road lighting
consistently contributes to the safety of pedestrians and drivers by preventing crime,
improving the accessibility of minority users and supporting traffic management. Solutions
to mitigate traffic accidents are prioritized in Target 3.6 as it is one of six critical targets in
the 2020 SDGs report that did not achieve the expected results. To resolve Target 3.6, the
present review pointed out a gathering of studies showing that outdoor lighting solutions
are crucial to mitigate traffic accidents by improving the visual performance of public areas.

Moreover, the inclusiveness aspect, which relates to Target 11.3 and 11.7, is strictly
connected to outdoor lighting quality. When designing and integrating new lighting
solutions, it is highly important to take into account the needs of vulnerable users, including
disabled and elderly populations. In addition, proper lighting can also be used to increase
the attractiveness of public spaces, encouraging people to live with a more active lifestyle
during nocturnal time.

Energy efficiency is another area addressed in outdoor lighting that impacts SDGs.
This review presented two subsections approaching lighting efficiency by equipment,
involving luminaire components and lighting control, including techniques associated
with timing, dimming and spectrum. It is clear and well known that, currently, LED
technology dominates the current implementations of outdoor smart lighting due to its
energy efficiency performance. Another energy efficiency aspect in outdoor lighting is
through timing and dimming control. Pilots addressing outdoor lighting control reported
energy savings of up to 84%, equivalent to saving 163.2 tons of CO2. These expressive
results facilitate the implementation of these control systems and strategies in outdoor
lighting on a large scale, and, consequently, highlight the potential of a possible significant
contribution to SDG 7 (Target 7.3), SDG 11 (Target 11.6) and SDG 13 (Target 13.2). However,
the penetration of these control systems is still low. For example, in the USA, only 20% of
the luminaires have timing control and less than 1% present dimmer control.

Dimming and timing can present trade-offs related to well-being issues. The decrease
of lit areas is able to impact negatively in terms of reassurance, alertness and, mainly,
safety. In contrast, less light impacts positively by mitigating circadian disruption and
other effects related to light pollution. Sky glow has been reported as harmful for star
observation, negatively impacting the astronomy and tourism sectors. Moreover, light
pollution affects other living beings with higher impacts reported in urban areas. With the
increase of artificial light presence in the world, the maintenance of natural ecosystems
and its biodiversity became a key issue in lighting design. From the six critical targets
highlighted in the 2020 SDGs report, two of them (14.2 and 15.5) are related to environmen-
tal aspects with lighting involvements (moreover, it can be associated with Targets 14.1,
14.5, 14a, 15.1, 15.8, 15.9 indirectly). The critical results from these two targets illustrate the
urgent need to take action in order to mitigate light pollution. In this context, this review
highlights a series of proposed actions tackling the light pollution in terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems, which are:

• Breaking paradigms in lighting design assuming minimum illuminance levels re-
quired and implement standardized maximum limits allowed;

• Generalize the use of outdoor lighting control by timing and dimming decreasing
illuminance and lit areas;

• Optimizing lighting designs avoiding spill lighting;
• Adopting holistic lighting design including evaluation of light pollution impacts in

local organisms affected;
• Confirm and consolidate results with greenish outdoor lighting;
• Enhancing light pollution detection and measurement by the use of sensing and

complimentary computational models for simulations;
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• Promoting ecology education for civilians warning about light pollution impacts and
promoting guideline actions to mitigate light pollution;

• Encouraging ecological friendly designs of lighting in commercial and industry sectors;
• Promote active governance participation in creating regulations and performing

public lighting practices to mitigate light pollution.

To summarize, outdoor lighting is revealed as a powerful tool to support Sustainable
Development Goals. With its professional, evidence-based design, the potential for a posi-
tive impact on various aspects of human life, as well as on the quality of the environment
and energy efficiency levels is promising. It is worth noting that, during the work process,
a shortage of scientific research and contradictory results were identified, especially in
some areas of human-centric lighting (e.g., relationship between feel of safety, as well as
safety aspects and the various characteristics of lighting environments, lighting impacts on
restoration and socialization, non-visual lighting effects in the urban context). Moreover,
it was found that the same outdoor spaces can hypothetically require simultaneously
competing settings for supporting energy efficiency, environmental sustainability, light
pollution and citizens’ comfort. Nevertheless, it can be assumed that the development and
integration of smart lighting systems, which allow the creation of dynamic, adaptive and
intelligent lighting scenarios, may solve this problem. Such lighting systems provide the
opportunity to establish a reasonable balance between the lighting needs of human beings
and environmental sustainability and energy efficiency. This approach undoubtedly has
the potential to enhance the beneficial effect for all selected SDGs. However, the studies,
which investigate the short-term and long-term impacts of dynamic lighting on the above-
mentioned indicators, are also limited. The continuation of research in the identified areas
will help to create guidelines that allow various lighting professionals, as well as energy
managers and governance workers, to make outdoor lighting more beneficial for SDGs.
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